
How To Make The
Perfect G&T

6 expert tips to immediately improve your G&T

" A  M U S T  H A V E  F O R  A L L  G I N  &  T O N I C  L O V E R S . "

L O V I N G L Y  C R A F T E D  B Y  T H E  G I N  S H E L F  T E A M



#1. Use the

The type of glass you use makes a massive
difference to your gin and tonic. Gin should be

drunk in a large balloon-shaped glass that sits on
a tall stem, like a wine glass.

 
This type of glass traps the wonderful aromas and

the botanical flavours of the drink and gives it a
better taste. 

 
Did you know, 75% to 95% of what we think of as

taste actually comes from the sense of smell?
 

The shape of the glass also allows lots of ice to be
added, keeping your serve as chilled as possible.
The large capacity also allows more space for the

garnish.
 

Finally, holding the glass from the long stem also
means the heat from your hands is not warming
your glass up, melting the ice and diluting that

refreshing G&T.

type of glass

right
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#2. Go BIG

The main purpose of the ice cube is to cool the
drink, without watering it down.

 
Fill your glass with lots of big ice cubes (ideally

full). 
 

Big ice cubes (and lots of them) will keep your drink
colder for longer as they melt slower and will also

dilute that delicious drink less.
 

Make sure to add your ice before the gin, tonic and
any garnish. Swirl the ice around inside the glass.

This cools the glass. The more chilled your drink is
the better it will taste.

 
Finally, if you find there is a little water in the

bottom of the glass from the ice initially melting,
drain this out before adding your gin.  

with ice...

(Don't hold back)
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#3. Choose 

Gin and tonic garnishes are often fruit wedges,
peels, dried fruits or herbs. They are simply

served with your drink (usually mixed within) and
can elevate your typical gin and tonic experience.

 
The garnish you choose can deeply change your
drink, so you need to combine your garnish with

the gin in the perfect way. 
 

The best way to choose a garnish is to work with
the botanicals that are in your gin.

 
Read the gin description on the bottle (or online)

to choose your garnish cleverly. For example, if
you're drinking a gin with citrus notes, choose a
lime, orange, grapefruit or lemon to enhance the

flavour. If you are drinking a floral gin, choose
rosemary, lavender or cucumber. 

 
Experiment with unusual garnishes - blueberries,

mint, pomegranate, ginger, thyme even chillies.

the garnish

wisely
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#4. Gain the 

Part 2 of our garnish bonanza. As you now know,
garnishes aren't just there to just look pretty. They're

an essential ingredient to the G&T. 
 

But hold your horses, there are some other bartender
tricks you can use to maximise their impact.

 
Citrus garnishes contain highly flavoursome oils in

their rind. Use a peeler to take off a large area of peel
(don't go too deep - avoid the pith). Twist the peel over

your drink to allow the oils to spray over the surface
and drop in for a transformational refreshing

beverage.
 

Another tip for maximum flavour is to squeeze the
juice of a fruit wedge garnish into the glass first. Then

rub the squeezed-out wedge around the rim of your
glass. This gives you a citrus smack with every sip. 

 
Always 'chuck' any garnishes into the glass before
adding your gin and tonic for the maximum taste

sensation.
 

edge with

garnishes
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#5. Always 

It's easy to just grab a bottle and put a good glug
of gin in. But just like a food recipe can be ruined
with too much of one ingredient, so too can a G&T.

 
When free pouring, people tend to put more gin

than they should which will influence the taste of
the drink.

 
 For the average G&T, it's recommended 1 part gin

to 2 parts tonic. So a double shot of gin at 50ml
with 100ml of tonic. For those who prefer a more
subtle taste, opt for 1 part gin and 3 parts tonic -
so 50ml gin and 150ml tonic. By the time the ice

dilutes slightly, you should have the perfect serve.
 

Remember every gin has a different alcohol
strength, so a stronger gin may require more tonic

and a weaker gin less. Always taste and decide
your individual preference. 

 
Get the balance right by measuring your gin (and
tonic) and this will make the drink smoother and

tastier. 
 

measure

your gin

(and tonic)
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#6. Pair good gin 

The tonic you drink should be on the same level as
the gin. If you're drinking a premium gin, make

sure you pair it with a good tonic without
artificial flavours.

 
Buying a good quality tonic can't be emphasised

enough. There is absolutely zero point in buying a
premium quality bottle of gin, only to mix it with a

cheap and sub-standard tonic water.
 

A high-quality tonic water is essential to bring out
and compliment all the flavours of the gin.

 
Cheaper tonic waters tend to drown out your gin's

flavour with lots of sugar. 
 

Tonic tips. Remember how we want our drink to be
as chilled as possible... Try and chill your tonic

before use as warm tonic not only tastes worse but
more importantly will melt your ice quicker,

dilute your drink faster and ruin the overall G&T
experience. 

 
Finally, don't forget a cheap tonic can ruin your
drink. So do your gin a favour and mix it with a

great tasting tonic.

with premium tonic

(seriously)
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Love our guide?

facebook.com/ginshelfShare the love online
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Join The Gin Shelf revolution
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Get your own at


